College Taster Pack

Art & Design Levels 1 - 3

Welcome
Welcome to Abingdon & Witney College and the Art & Design Curriculum Area. We look
forward to you starting your study programme with us in September 2020.
Art & Design is one of four curriculum areas, alongside Media & Games, Performance &
Production, Music Technology, that sit within the faculty called The Oxfordshire Creative
Academy (known as TOCA).

We have put this pack together for you to prepare for your transition to college and to experience
the type of learning and projects you will undertake on your course. To start, there are plenty of
subject-specific links and activities for you to investigate. Then, find the summer project for your
course/level and get stuck in.
If you have any questions (no question too big or small), please email our Faculty Administrator,
Alice Snell on alice.snell@abingdon-witney.ac.uk who can direct your query to the relevant team
member.

Follow us: @awtoca @abwitcollege

Challenge 1: Creative Careers
In TOCA we underpin our curriculum with four key elements that enable our students to
progress and succeed in the Creative Industries in the 21st Century.

Professional
Practice

Ethical
Practice

Reflective
Practice

Creative
Practice

Look at these websites:
https://discovercreative.careers/#/
https://www.prospects.ac.uk/jobs-and-work-experience/job-sectors/creative-arts-anddesign/overview-of-the-creative-arts-sector-in-the-uk#
1. Why do you think these four elements are important to be successful in the Creative
Industries?

2. What type of creative career would you like to aim for and why?

3. As key part of your course we ask all learners to find a one-week work placement.
Where would you like to go for your placement? Who do you need to contact in order
make this happen?

Challenge 2: Lockdown Links
Wonder what our creative students have been doing during lockdown? We have been rather
busy indeed. Go to our end of year shows 2020 webpage and follow the links to see what we
have been getting up to. What is your favourite and why?
Take a look at all of our TOCA summer events here:
https://www.abingdon-witney.ac.uk/end-of-year-shows-2020

Challenge 3: Summer Project
Every year we set a summer project to help you prepare for your course. This also helps
us to get to know you, your interests and your work early on. Scroll down to find your
course and your project. If you can’t find it, or you are not sure what course or level you
are, contact Alice Snell via email on alice.snell@abingdon-witney.ac.uk.

Level 1 Creative Futures (Abingdon) & Level 1 Creative Futures
(Witney): Summer Project

Level 1 Creative Futures
Assignment Title: 100 Images
Lecturer(s): Lewis Saunders
Submission Date: Monday 7th September

Project Aim
Produce 100 observational images based on a range of different subjects, using lots of different materials
and techniques. You will bring these with you to college on your first day to share with your tutors and
fellow course members and we will exhibit the outcomes in your first college exhibition of the year!

Brief:
This summer we would like you to keep creative by producing 100 images. These should be observational
(from looking, so not based on imagination) and could be of people, objects, or animals (if they will sit still
for long enough!) We would like these images to be square, 10.5cm x 10.5cm each. You can get paper this
size by following the diagram below with A4 paper, then folding the large square into quarters and cutting
the smaller squares out.

We would advise looking into some of the suggested artists below to provide inspiration for different styles
and materials that you might try using.
Try to keep your subjects varied so you do not get bored of drawing similar things!
You may want to consider the formal elements: line, texture, tone, colour, perspective, composition etc...
Experiment with various media and different techniques. Remember that a drawing can take 5 hours but it
can also take 5 seconds. Be courageous and take on board any skills you have gained in previous art
lessons at school/college. Take risks and don’t be afraid to make mistakes. If you do make a mistake, learn
from it and please don’t throw it away! This will still be one of your 100 drawings.
Perhaps you are only confident using pencil, so try acrylic paint or ink. If the thought of collage is daunting,
have a look on how collage artists use this technique and learn from them. Have you ever tried drawing
with a needle and thread? Have fun and use what you can find around you to draw with.
These are all techniques that we will ask you to use during your time with us in the Art & Design
department at Abingdon and Witney College.
Good luck!
The Art & Design Team
Suggested Media:
Pencils, pens, crayons, ink, acrylic paint (on a range of surfaces, wet and dry
brush), chalk, charcoal, printing, needle and thread, make-up, felt-tip pens,
magic markers, collaged paper, cutting out (negative space), wax, erasing
pencil, flocking (look it up!), scraping into wet paint, photography, digital
painting, digital collage, monoprinting, polyprinting, potato printing
Suggested artists (for inspiration)
David Hockney, Peter Blake, Rob Ryan, Frida Kahlo, Vincent Van Gogh,
Michael Craig-Martin, Andy Warhol, Jean-Michel Basquiat, Banksy, Pablo
Picasso, Ansel Adams, Paula Rego, Gerhard Richter

Level 2 Creative Arts (Witney): Summer Project

Diploma in Art and Design
Level 2
Assignment Title:

Inspiration Books

Working towards Unit 1: Introduction to materials,
processes and technical skills
in art and design
Lecturer(s): Leah Wells
Internal Verifier: Natalie Richards
Unit(s):

Date Set: June 2020

Duration: Summer and beyond

For this project you will explore simple Shadow Puppetry and Shadow
For this project you will explore simple Shadow Puppetry and Shadow
“The artist is a receptacle for emotions that come from all over the place; from the sky, from the earth,
from a scrap of paper, from a passing shape from a spider’s web” Picasso.

As early as the Middle Ages, it was quite common for people to keep personal diaries or
journals that recorded their thoughts on their life’s activities and events around them.
These contained printed or visual material that caught the eye of the maker. They were a
collage, or bricolage of images, ideas, and forms, juxtaposed on double page layouts.
Also, mementos such as quotes, poems, calling cards (decorated cards left behind at a
friend’s home), religious cards, paper cutouts, and other ephemera were also included.

Learning Outcomes:

Unit 1: Introduction to materials, processes and technical skills in art and design
Learning Outcomes:
Understand materials, processes and technical skills in art and design.
Assessment Criteria:
1.1 Select and compare, through experimental application, a range of materials and
processes in support of creative activity.
1.2 Demonstrate the use of materials, processes and technical skills to affect the
appearance and meaning of images and objects in art and design.
Brief/Tasks:

Over the summer we would like you to make your own inspiration book.
For you, it’s about expressing your thoughts, feelings and sentiments through visual imagery.
It’s about preserving and collating what inspires you through pictures and information that
have caught your imagination from the internet, books, magazines and newspapers. Creating
a juxtaposition of subjects - a kaleidoscope of imagery, flipping perhaps from archaeology to
marine biology to fabrics and foliage - perhaps a dozen or more themes and inspiration being
unfolded from week to week. Objects, letters, found items, quotes, ephemera, buttons, beads,
bits of old lace, pressed flowers, feathers, photographs, lists, all of which will shows us what
attract and inspires from the world around you.
You will need to show that you are developing an awareness of a range of materials, imagery
and processes; inspiration taken from books, websites, films and TV shows, and of course,
exhibitions, shows and galleries. It’s a place where you can store imagery, objects and use
them to inspire your creativity. This is not your journal where you are evaluating your skills
and evidencing how you are identifying and understanding research sources, but more in
supporting your creative ideas and what inspires you individually. Entries can be made at any
time, so you should keep it nearby. There are no rules.
Bring it on your first day of College.
Glossary: look up these words and maybe include them in your book
collage
composition
stimulus
collating
kaleidoscope
bricolage
arrangement
comparison
series
ephemera
juxtaposition
contrast
Suggested research:
Edwin Morgan, Eduardo Recife, Robert Rauchenberg, Zelda Fitzgerald
www.vandaimages.co.uk
http://www.thescreamonline.com/art/art3-3/1000journals/gallery.html

Level 3 Art & Design (Witney): Summer Project

Diploma in Art & Design
Level 3
Assignment Title:
Inspiration Books
Unit(s):
Working towards Unit 1: The Creative Process
Lecturer(s): Natalie Richards
Internal Verifier: Leah Wells
Date Set: June 2020

Duration: Summer and beyond

“The artist is a receptacle for emotions that come from all over the place; from the sky, from the earth,
from a scrap of paper, from a passing shape from a spider’s web” Picasso.

As early as the Middle Ages, it was quite common for people to keep personal diaries or
journals that recorded their thoughts on their life’s activities and events around them.
These contained printed or visual material that caught the eye of the maker. They were a
collage, or bricolage of images, ideas, and forms, juxtaposed on double page layouts.
Also, mementos such as quotes, poems, calling cards (decorated cards left behind at a
friend’s home), religious cards, paper cutouts, and other ephemera were also included.

Brief/Tasks:
Over the summer we would like you to make your own inspiration books.

For you, it’s about expressing one’s thoughts, feelings and sentiments through visual imagery.
It’s about preserving and collating what inspires you through pictures and information that
have caught your imagination from the internet, books, magazines and newspapers. Creating
a juxtaposition of subjects - a kaleidoscope of imagery, flipping perhaps from archaeology to
marine biology to fabrics and foliage - perhaps a dozen or more themes and inspiration being
unfolded from week to week. Objects, letters, found items, quotes, ephemera, buttons, beads,
bits of old lace, pressed flowers, feathers, photographs, lists, all of which will shows us what
attract and inspires you from the world around you.
You will need to show that you are developing an awareness of a range of materials, imagery
and processes; inspiration taken from books, websites, films and TV shows, and of course,
exhibitions, shows and galleries. It’s a place where you can store imagery, objects and use
them to inspire your creativity. This is not your journal where you are evaluating your skills
and evidencing how you are identifying and understanding research sources, but more in
supporting your creative ideas and what inspires you individually. Entries can be made at any
time, so you should keep it nearby. There are no rules. Bring it on your first day of College.

Learning Outcomes:
Unit 1:
1. Understand research tools, methods & skills.
2. Understand primary and secondary research sources.
3. Be able to use research tools, methods & skills to inform ideas for creative activities.

Glossary: look up these words and maybe include them in your book
collage
composition
stimulus
collating
kaleidoscope
bricolage
arrangement
comparison
series
ephemera
juxtaposition
contrast
Suggested research:
Edwin Morgan, Eduardo Recife, Robert Rauchenberg, Zelda Fitzgerald
www.vandaimages.co.uk
http://www.thescreamonline.com/art/art3-3/1000journals/gallery.html

Level 3 Art & Design Year 2 (Witney): Summer Project

Extended Diploma in Art & Design
Level 3 Year 2
Summer Project

Assignment Title

ANATOMY

Lecturer/s

Leah Wells

Unit/s number and title

Unit 10; Characteristics and contexts in art and design

Term

Summer project and finalised in induction week

Level and Credit value

Level 3 Credit Value 24

Date Set:
Assessor

04/06/ Review Date:
20
Leah Wells
Leah Wells

15/09/20

Assessment:

Internal
Verifier

Natalie Richards

w/c 7.12.20

Duration: Summer Project

Aims:
To develop a greater self-awareness and understanding of your creative abilities through an
exploration of the characteristics and context of an art and design activity.

Learning Outcomes:
1. Understand the characteristics and context for a chosen art and design activity.
2. Be able to use knowledge of the characteristics and context of an art and design activity.
3. Be able to use evaluation in support of art and design activity.
Focus:

This unit will provide you with an opportunity to develop a focused, in-depth, understanding of
the range, characteristics, complexity, and contexts that define an art and design activity. The
unit will require you, through the exploration of art and design characteristics and contexts, to
enter into a more formal dialogue of personal interrogation and understanding designed to
confirm strength, enthusiasm and ambition. Observational drawing and experimentation will
underpin this journey and its characteristics and its technical skills to record your experiences
and articulate your ideas.

The word anatomy comes from the Greek ana- meaning "up", and
tome- meaning "a cutting". It is regarded as a branch of science
concerned with the bodily structure of humans, animals, and other
living organisms, especially as revealed by dissection and the
separation of parts. Alternatively, the study of the structure or
internal workings of something, this could be in the form of
surveys, machines, objects or something much deeper
contextually.
Tasks:
Over the summer break, I would like you to take on a personal
response and narrative to the word Anatomy. Think of:

framework, form, examination, inspection,
exploration, enquiry
(Look at the glossary below for further prompts)

INDUCTION WEEK:
We will begin the new term in September with a group critique of each of your work. You will
share your experiences and outcomes with the rest of the group and highlight where you see
your response to the word Anatomy is heading, in the form of a group critique. This is an
important time to receive peer feedback and reflect on in order to move your project forward.
During induction week you will be working from your initial research and experimentation. You
will have input from lecturers and technical support during this week. It’s now that you are
following your personal progression and specialism an applying your experiments to enhance
your journey. Remember it’s a personal interrogation and you have to demonstrate an
understanding to confirm strength, enthusiasm and ambition.

Step 1:
Analyse and clarify the brief.
For this project I would like you to start using the A5 journal format you have been working
with, initial mind map is vital – talk to family and friends to give input. Write down as many
ideas that come to mind. Thinking out of the box is vital and your responses should be
extensive.
Explore your initial ideas and where you intend to develop further into your specialist pathway
through experimentation. You may want to explore the cell structure of plants or take apart a
typewriter to explore its inner workings.
Step 2:
Research from primary and secondary sources.
Research historical and contemporary artists and designers, and collate this research within
your journal, these must not stand alone: explore the images and artists you have researched.
Be innovative. Develop your ideas through drawing and painting and mixed media within your
journal. When collecting your primary research work on singular and double pages,
composition is vital here. Treat each page as a finished piece of work. Start to bring some of
your initial ideas to paper. This is your starting point to clarify your initial ideas and explore
possibilities. It is at this stage that mistakes and experimentation should be occurring naturally,
and you are analysing and evaluating continuously.
You need to independently research appropriate artists and designers, both historically and
contextually and be continually informed of their technique to push your project forward.
Remember you are now following your own specialism and using techniques you enjoy using.
The work produced for this unit will form the foundation to your progression portfolios.
Then and at the same time:
Explore a wide range of methods, drawing media and surface textures and techniques.
Think of different drawing techniques you have learnt so far. Play with time, scale, composition
and the formal elements.
Introduce different materials, techniques and processes such as layering, tracing, positive
and negative, enlarging the zoom, cropping, rotating, abstracting, printing, adding and
reducing, collage, stitch, textile processes, photocopying, waxing, bleaching, tearing,
transparency, dilution, distress.
Step 3:
Review your ideas.
Feedback from your peers and tutors via 1:1 and
group/peer critiques is vital in considering the
development of potential ideas to Final Outcome.
Think out of the box and begin to develop your ideas
further.
Step 4:
Final outcome.
Create a final outcome that follows your chosen
pathway. You must start to become self-directed at
this stage. Explore how you can introduce ideas and
concepts through fashion, graphics, surface pattern,
product design, illustration, painting, printmaking, photography, textiles or 3D.

Step 5:
Evaluation and reflection.
Your journal must show annotation that examines and
analyses the various techniques you have used. This will
also show how you are comparing and evaluating each
process in a critical manner, with close reference to the
technique of others. Reflect on your learning to show how
your project has emerged.
Critique.
Review, analyse and evaluate the steps.
What did you do? Why?
What techniques did you use? Why?
What was successful? Why?
What did you find difficult? Why?
How the artists you researched informed your own techniques? Why?
Reflect on your work and experiences.
Glossary:
structure
make-up
fabric
dissection

constitution
arrangement
inspection
interpretation

layout
pattern
study
anatomization

plan
mechanism
scrutiny
probe

Equipment Requirements:
Full Art Box, A3 Sketchbook, various papers: graph, tracing, newsprint, sewing threads, fabric,
various media, collage, camera access to Scanner and mac software. Sewing machines etc
Assessment Requirements – what to hand in:
o Experimental and explorative journal drawings. Primary sources, mark making and
media exploration
o A series of experimentations, documented through samples, maquettes and
photographs
o Annotation that examines the various techniques used. This will also show how you are
comparing and evaluating each process in a critical manner and applying research
activities to support your work. Also evidence needs to show how you have planned,
organised and worked through your ideas.
o Final Outcome following your own specialism
Artists:
As a starting point: Damien Hirst, Gunther von Hagens, Ernst Haeckel, Charles Darwin,
Leonardo Da Vinci, Isambard Kingdom Brunel.
Websites:
http://www.bartleby.com/107/
http://www.livescience.com/49210-leonardo-da-vinci-futuristic-inventions.html
Watch:
http://www.channel4.com/programmes/inside-natures-giants

Books:
Grays Anatomy
Heck’s Pictoral Archive of Nature and Science
Health & Safety:
You will need to use your understanding of health and safety to maintain a safe and secure
environment and act responsibly yourselves and with others in your group. You should ensure
that you follow the health and safety rules within the studio and college setting, creating an
environment that is safe for yourself and also those around you.

Unit 10; Characteristics and contexts in art and design
Assessment criteria
1

2

3

Understand the
characteristics and
context for a chosen art
and design activity.

Be able to use
knowledge
of the characteristics
and
context of an art and
design activity.

Be able to use
evaluation
in support of art and
design activity.

1.1 Analyse the characteristics
and context for a chosen art and
design activity.
1.2 Use analysis to develop
research activity.
1.3 Interpret research activity to
develop ideas and creative
proposals.
2.1 Use knowledge of the
characteristics and context to
plan and develop creative
solutions for a chosen art and
design activity.
2.2 Select appropriate materials
to develop creative solutions for
a chosen art and design activity.
2.3 Apply practical skills,
knowledge and understanding of
the characteristics and
operational context to produce
creative solutions for a chosen
art and design activity.
3.1 Critically evaluate creative
solutions against identified
characteristics and context for a
chosen art and design activity
3.2 Critically reflect on learning
to inform personal development.

Planning of project, inventive proposal and concept
Primary sources, mark making and media
exploration.
Secondary research formed from individual
research. Formal elements experimented with. A
range of techniques and processes used informed
by the work of others and applied to own technique
Experimental and explorative journey. Primary
sources, mark making and media exploration
supported with informed use of artists work and
evaluation.
Drawings / manipulations from primary sources,
mark making and mixed media exploration from
initial idea to finished piece appropriate to
individual specialisms
Final outcome

Sketchbook showing annotation that examines the
various techniques used. This will also show how
you are comparing and evaluating each process in
a critical manner, with close reference to the
technique of others. Reflect on your learning to
show how your project has emerged.

As part of self-assessment you will need to keep this brief, mark off each of the criteria once
you feel you have achieved it and then hand this is in with the completed work and sign and
date at the bottom of this page.
Learner Name: ……………………………………………………
………………………………………………
Date: ………………………………

Learner Signature:

Level 2 Creative Communications & Level 3 Art & Design
(Abingdon): Summer Project

Level 2 Creative Communications
Level 3 Diploma in Art & Design
Assignment Title: 100 Images
Lecturer(s): Art & Design Team (Abingdon)
Submission Date: Monday 7th September

Project Aim
Produce 100 observational images based on a range of different subjects, using multiple materials and
techniques. You will bring these with you to college on your first day to share with your tutors and fellow
course members and we will exhibit the outcomes in your first college exhibition of the year!

Brief:
This summer we would like you to keep creative by producing 100 images. These should be observational
(so not based on imagination) but could be people, objects, or animals (if they will sit still for long enough!)
We would like these images to be square, 10.5cm x 10.5cm each. You can get paper this size by following
the diagram below with A4 paper, then folding the large square into quarters and cutting the smaller
squares out.

We would advise looking into some of the suggested artists below to provide inspiration for different visual
styles and materials that you might consider applying to your own designs.
Try to keep your subjects varied so you do not get bored of drawing similar things!
You may want to consider the formal elements: line, texture, tone, colour, perspective, composition etc...
Experiment with various media and different techniques. Remember a drawing can take 5 hours, it can
also take 5 seconds. Be courageous and take on board any skills you have gained in previous art lessons
at school/college. Take risks and don’t be afraid to make mistakes. If you do make a mistake, learn from it
and please don’t throw it away!
Perhaps you are only confident using pencil, try acrylic paint or ink. If the thought of collage is daunting,
have a look on how collage artists use this technique and learn from them. Have you ever tried drawing
with a needle and thread?
These are all techniques that we will ask you to use during your time with us in the Art & Design
department at Abingdon and Witney College.
Good luck!
The Art & Design Team
Suggested Media:
Pencils, pens, crayons, ink, acrylic paint (on a range of surfaces, wet and dry
brush), chalk, charcoal, printing, needle and thread, make-up, felt-tip pens,
magic markers, collaged paper, cutting out (negative space), wax, erasing
pencil, flocking (look it up!), scraping into wet paint, photography, digital
painting, digital collage, monoprinting, polyprinting, potato printing
Suggested artists (for inspiration)
David Hockney, Peter Blake, Rob Ryan, Frida Kahlo, Vincent Van Gogh,
Michael Craig-Martin, Andy Warhol, Jean-Michel Basquiat, Banksy, Pablo
Picasso, Ansel Adams, Paula Rego, Gerhard Richter

